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on the whole * if settlements can be achieved by direct
negotiations between the parties without appeal to the
Council or to the League, those settlements are much better
than settlements arrived at through the intervention of the
League.*
It may be added, in parenthesis, that The Times of 25th
November, which reported this debate, also announced just
such a treaty as Eden was approving. It was a defensive
alliance between Italy and Albania, but whether the goodwill
it engendered was an effective substitute for League arbitra-
tion is another matter. c The significance of the present
alliance/ The Times added, * as a ripost to the Franco-Yugo-
slav Treaty is obvious.' And the meaning of third-party
judgment in international relations is perhaps to be seen in
a quotation from the Italian paper Im-pero: * While France
and Yugoslavia are plotting secret clauses and occult codicils
Italy signs a treaty of alliance with Albania in the light of
day.' Eden's reaction to this atmosphere of taunt and
trickery was that there is no case to make out for the inter-
vention of the Council as a body * under present conditions \
Nor was he prepared to give as much ground as Sir Austen
had done in admitting that the British delegates had gone to
Geneva without sufficient diplomatic preparation, for * we
were the invited and not the inviters, the invitation was ours
either to accept or refuse, and delay would have had the
obvious consequences of laying us open to a charge of
lukewarmness.* Then again, if the progress of the Dis-
armament Commission was slow, had not Lord Cecil him-
self reminded us over and over again that its work must
inevitably be slow? He was sure no one, least of all Mr.
MacDonald, would make the mistake made by Mr. Lloyd
George. * Nobody would think that you can bang and bustle
the world into peace. That has been tried before; we saw it
tried. We saw the attempts to drive the world into peace by
leaps and bounds, and the result was a Celtic somersault/
Mr. Garro-Jones interrupted to ask the weary question

